Abstract: previously in 2014, we proposed the Nearest Descent (ND) method, capable of generating an efficient Graph, called the in-tree (IT) structure, This IT structure has some beautiful and effective advantages: (i) it is a very sparse structure, in which the number of the edges is just one less than that of the data points in the dataset; (ii) there is wonderful order in it, that is, every node has one and only one directed path to reach the common node (called the root node); (iii) the clustering structure underlying in the datasets can be well captured by it; (iv) although there are very few redundant edges requiring to be removed, those edges usually have very salient features and thus can be easily identified, and in fact we have proposed a bunch of effective methods to remove them. All these features make this IT structure constructed by ND well suited for data clustering, which has previously been demonstrated by the outstanding performances on some clustering tasks.
and in turn, this uneven space could enforce the point system to evolve. Intuitively, the points in this system tend to move along the descending direction of potential (i.e., from higher to lower potential areas), and eventually get clustered in the places of the locally lowest potentials. Accordingly, we have devised the method as follows.
First, we concretized the descending behavior of points as a simple yet general rule: the nearest descent (ND). Namely, each point is designed to "descend to its nearest point". If we again view every point as a node, and link every node (except the node with the lowest potential) to the node it descends to by a directed edge, then the ND rule can in fact result in a Graph structure. In Graph Theory, the Graph is composed of the nodes referring the data points, and the edges define the linkage relationships between nodes. In fact (1), the Graph constructed by ND is a very special tree, call the in-tree (IT). IT structure itself has several salient features: (i) it is a very sparse directed graph structure, in which the number of the directed edges is just one less than that of the data points in the dataset; (ii) there is wonderful order inside it, that is, every other node has one and only one directed path to reach the root node. Besides that, the IT structure constructed by ND method, as Fig. 1 shows, has two additional yet meaningful features: (iii) the cluster structure underlying the datasets can be well captured by IT, except very few edges (usually one edge) between two clusters requiring to be removed; (iv) although there are very few redundant edges requiring to be removed, those edges usually have very salient features and thus can be easily identified. All these features make the IT structure constructed by ND well suited for the task of clustering data points, a basic, classic yet still challenging task in statistics, data mining and machine learning (2) . Fig. 1 The IT structure of one data set. The two elongated clusters in the datasets have been well captured by the IT structure in a sparse and effective form, and there is one redundant yet salient edge bridging over the two clusters.
After obtaining the IT structure, two steps are needed for clustering purpose: (i) remove the undesired edges in the IT; (ii) search the roots and assign the nodes belonging to the same root nodes into the same clusters.
For the 1st step, since the undesired edges usually have salient features, it is not too hard to determine them. As Fig. 1 shows, the undesired edge (i.e. the edge between the clusters) pops out from the graph. Usually, the redundant edges are quite longer than other edges. Therefore, the simplest method to determine them is to rank the edge lengths in decreasing order and take the ones with relative large edge lengths as the redundant edges. This works well at least for the dataset in Fig.1 . Beside this simple method, we have in fact devised a bunch of effective methods to determine the undesired edges, either automatically or interactively, such as IT-map (3), IT-Dendrogram (4), G-AP (5), etc. See a conclusion in (4) . Obviously, once removing the undesired edge, we can immediately obtain two unconnected sub-graphs, and each sub-graph (still being an IT structure) represents one cluster.
For the 2nd step, the root searching process can be simply performed by searching along the directions of edges, and the nodes belonging to the same roots are thus assigned into the same clusters. Unlike the iterative methods as K-means (6) and Mean-shift (7, 8) , this searching process on the graph (functioning as a map) is almost negligible in computation time (1) , since the searching paths are already specified in the graph and the searching process can be operated in parallel for all points.
Motivation
In this work, instead of proposing new method to determine the undesired edges, our motivation here is to modify the ND rule, in order to make the undesired edges more salient and thus can be more easily determined even by the simplest edge-removing method, i.e., the method only referring to the edge length.
In fact, according to ND, the start node of each redundant edge is the extreme point (referring the node of the locally lowest potential, or the root node of one sub-graph) in one cluster, while this is generally not true for the end node. The end node should have the lower potential than the start node, whereas not necessary to be extreme node in another cluster. In Fig. 2 , we illustrate this more clearly. As shown in Fig. 2A , we take a 1-dimensional dataset with two main clusters as an example and the horizontal axis denotes the coordinates of the data points. In Fig. 2B , we show its IT structure generated by ND. Note one difference: in Fig. 2B the values of the potentials are denoted by an additional axis (the vertical axis), while in Fig. 1A they are denoted by different colors on nodes. In Fig. 2B , we can see that data points from two clusters are respectively organized in two bowl-like shapes. And the undesired edge (in red) starts from the bottom (or the extreme node) of the left bowl and ends in the right bowl, yet obviously the end node is not at the bottom. Specifically, our motivation can be interpreted as: to make the end node of the red edge also be the bottom node of the corresponding bowl, as the result shown in Fig. 2E . Obviously, at least one good thing for this change is that, compared with Fig. 2B , the undesired edge in Fig. 2E becomes longer.
The proposed method: H-NND
The solution is in fact based on another method proposed by us in (9) , in which we have already started to modify the ND rule while in a different purpose. The method there, denoted as the Nearest Neighbor Descent (NND), could avoid the undesired edges from occurring at the beginning via constraining the ND rule in the Neighborhood Graph (or the graph space). Compared with ND, the additional letter "N" in the middle of NND refers the constraint of the neighborhood graph that is added on ND. NND is intended to make the rule more consistent with the real physical circumstance or our physical experience, that is, a particle (or point) should not and could not reach another particle crossing the space. Specifically, from the physical anger of view, the particle with the locally lowest potential in the left bowl of Fig. 1B could not cut through the space and reach the nodes in the bowl in the other side of the space. Accordingly, as Fig. 2C shows, NND adds the neighborhood graph (mimicking the physical space) on the nodes as a constraint, and this leads to the result as shown in Fig. 2D . Admittedly, one thing fascinating in Fig. 2D is that the undesired edge does not emerge and thus the effort of removing it is no longer needed. Nevertheless, NND brings in a new yet nontrivial problem. Sometimes, as Fig. 3B shows, NND would partition certain cluster into more than one part. In other words, NND faces the "over-partitioning problem". However, this is not surprising at all, since the neighborhood constraint will make all extreme nodes directly become the roots of the generated sub-graphs (or the cluster centers of the generated clusters). Therefore, when the estimated potentials on nodes are of poor representation of the underlying density distribution, the number of the obtained extreme nodes will be more than that of the main clusters inside the dataset, and in this case the over-partitioning problem will occur.
However, NND sheds lights on the goal of this paper. On the one hand, the extreme nodes identified by NND bring the over-partitioning problem. On the other hand, they could also be a treasure, if we make use of it effectively. For instance, what if we rerun the ND rule on the extreme nodes obtained by NND? In other words, what if we let each extreme node continue to "descend" to its nearest point among the extreme nodes. Yes, a wholly linked graph (Fig. 3C) will be constructed. Obviously, this newly generated graph is still the IT structure and both the start and end node of the undesired edges (the red one in Fig. 3C ) in it are sure to be the extreme nodes. Namely, our initial goal mentioned in Section 2 is achieved. Besides, it is also worth noting that the over-partitioned clusters in Fig. 3B are effectively linked together in Fig. 3C , which means the proposed method also largely resolves the over-partitioning problem that NND faces. Therefore, the key feature for the proposed method is that of the hierarchical strategy, i.e., ND is performed in the second stage on the extreme nodes obtained from NND in the first stage. We denote the proposed method as the Hierarchical Nearest Neighbor Descent (H-NND). The main steps in H-NND can thus be concluded as follows: 1) construct the neighborhood graph: e.g., the K-Nearest-Neighbor (K-NN), Delaunay triangulation (DT) (10) or the minimal spanning tree (MST) (11) . Note that, if the input datasets are already graph-based datasets, this step is not needed.
2) run NND.
3) run ND to merge the root nodes resulted from NND Based the neighborhood graph constructed or the input Graph-based datasets (or the complex networks), NND is first performed to obtain the result of the first layer of the hierarchy. This will result in a sparse yet not fully connected graph, usually with more than one unconnected sub-graphs. Then, in the second stage, ND is performed to merge those sub-graphs into a fully connected graph (i.e., the IT). Note that it is only needed to link the roots nodes of those sub-graphs by ND. Therefore, the whole process can be viewed as a process of the transformations of the Graphs, or the evolutions of the networks, to make them more sparse (or economic) and effective as well.
The following steps for clustering purpose are the same as the two steps of the ND-based clustering process mentioned in Section 1, i.e., edge removing and root searching. By plotting the lengths (in decreasing order) of all edges (Fig. 3D) , denoted as the Edge Plot, we can immediately find out the redundant edge (corresponding to the point denoted in red in Fig. 3D with relative large edge length) underlying in the constructed IT structure. Fig. 3E shows the cutting result based on the Edge Plot. We can see that the result is consistent with our expectation. And each sub-graph in Fig.  3D actually represents one cluster.
There are at most two parameters in H-NND: one is the parameter K that may be involved in Step 1, if the input data is not the graph dataset and the data points in it are chosen to be constructed into the K-NN graph; the another is the parameter σ involved in Step 2, if we use the kernel-based method to estimate the potentials on nodes (1). However, when we use the nonparametric graph (e.g., DT) in step 1, and the non-kernel-based way to estimate the potential in step 2, the number of the parameters can become zero. We will show this in Section 4.4.
Experiments
We tested the performance of H-NND by clustering a wide range of data sets 2 with varying shapes, dimensions and attributes (see Table 1 ). Two (the 8th and 10th) of them are collected from the real life; the others are synthetic datasets. Three (the 8th, 9th and 10th) are high-dimensional datasets; the others are 2-dimensional (2D). It is challenging (2) for one clustering method to deal with different kinds of datasets. It is well known that the classical method like Kmeans (6) and the modern method like AP (12) are only able to detect spherical clusters, and thus it is hard for them to cluster most of the 2D datasets in Table 1 . Besides, the Iris (the 8th) and Mushroom (the 10th) datasets are widely used to check the performance of the clustering methods (13) . In the experiments mentioned below we achieved very excellent (almost perfect) results on all these datasets. Note that in all experiments we used the simplest edge removing method (i.e., via Edge Plot). 
1 Tests on 2-dimensioal datasets
The results testing on the 2D synthetic datasets are shown in Fig. 4 . Its left column shows the Edge Plots of the IT structures generated by the proposed H-NND method, and its right column shows the corresponding clustering results after edge removing and root searching. Except the last dataset (bottom), the Edge Plots of all the other datasets are salient enough that the undesired edges for these datasets are easy to be determined. Unlike K-means for which the cluster number K needs to be specified in advance, here the cluster number (one less than the number of the undesired edges) can be determined interactively. In other words, here the "cake" (referring the IT structure) is made in advance and how to cut the cake for users is also well indicated by the "instruction" (referring the Edge Plot). Note that here we used the K-NN (K = 10) Graphs in the first step of H-NND and the Euclidean distance to measure the distance (or the dissimilarity) of any pair of data points. See the K-NN graphs and some intermediate results in the supplementary material (Fig. S1 ) attached to the end of the paper. 
Tests on high-dimensional data sets
For Iris dataset, only 5 out 150 data instances were falsely clustered when K-NN (K = 5 or 6) was chosen, and this error number drops from 5 to 4 (about 2.67%) when K-NN was replaced by DT. The cluster number is 3 in all cases, suggested also by the Edge Plot in Fig. 5A .
For D32 dataset, when K-NN was chosen in step 1, almost any K can achieve the ideal result of 16 clusters and no error occurs. See Fig. 5B for one Edge Plot of it.
For Mushroom dataset, the performance was also comfortable. When K = 5, the cluster error rate was 2.76% with 25 clusters. However, when K = N -1 (N is the number of data points, and in this case, the neighborhood constraint loses its meaning and thus H-NND, NND and ND become equivalent), the performance became better: 23 clusters with zero error rate. Therefore, although H-NND is designed to make the undesired edges more salient than that of ND, we cannot say H-NND can be always superior to ND. The reason behind it needs further consideration.
Note that in all the above experiments, we used the kernel-based method when computing potential: σ = 0.0001 for Iris dataset 3 , σ = 1 for the D32 dataset and σ = 4 for mushroom datasets. Besides, we used correlation distance to measure the pair-wise distance for Iris dataset. For Mushroom dataset, since the attributes of the data instances are characters rather than real values, we took the number of different characters from any pair of data instances as the distance. For the rest datasets, the simple Euclidean distance was used. 
3. Experiments to compare MST, ND and H-NND
In Fig. 6 , we made comparisons between the minimal spanning tree (MST) and our two algorithms: ND (previous) and H-NND (this paper). Compared with the IT structure constructed by ND in Fig. 6B , the redundant or undesired edges (in red) constructed by H-NND in Fig. 6C are overall more salient, some being much longer at least. This is also demonstrated in the corresponding Edge Plots in Fig. 6 E and F , in which we can see that the average gap between the points with the largest edge lengths with the others in Fig. 6F is obviously larger than that in Fig. 6E . However, the overall performances for both K-NND and ND are much better, as compared with those (Fig. 6A) in the MST. The Edge Plot (Fig. 6D ) for the MST also shows smaller average gap between the points with the largest edge lengths with the others. It is worth noting that there are only 4 points (rather than 6) popping out in Fig .4D , which is in line with the fact in Fig. 6A that two undesired edges are of very short lengths, even shorter than most non-redundant edges. That is why, for the MST, even when we chose to cut off the 6 longest edges, this still leads to a poor clustering result as shown in Fig. 6G , where there are two fake clusters (denoted by the red circles) and two clusters (in green and blue) not segmented well. In contrast, for our ND and H-NND methods, the number of the undesired edges or the threshold to cut the edges is easy to be determined as Fig. 6 E and F show, and the edge-removing process proves very accurate, as the sound clustering results in Fig. 6 H and I present.
In Fig. 6 , we used DT in the first step of H-NND. In fact, comparable results were still obtained when K-NN was used (See supplementary material Fig. S2 ).
Fig. 6. Comparison between the MST, ND and H-NND methods.
Columns from left to right correspond to the results of the MST, ND and H-NND methods, respectively. The comparison is taken from three aspects: the generated graphs (1st row), the Edge Plots (2nd row) and the clustering results after removing the undesired edges (3rd row). The potentials here for ND and H-NND were both computed by the kernel-based method with the same parameter σ = 1.8.
4 Experiments to compare NND and H-NND
In Fig. 7 , we made some experiments to further demonstrate the fact that H-NND can effectively solve the over-partitioning problem of NND. The experiments are mainly focused on the 6th dataset in Table 1 . Although NND could achieve the same performance with H-NND when σ = 10000 and K = 10, when σ was reduced to 5000, or K was decreased to 5, the over-partitioning problem of NND emerged, with respectively C = 57 (Fig. 7 Ai) and C = 64 (Fig. 7 Bi) clusters, far more than the true cluster number (C = 15). In comparison, almost invariably ideal results were achieved by H-NND (Fig. 7 Aii and Bii). Furthermore, when we tried to reduce the number of parameters, such as, (i) eliminating the parameter σ by using the local information in the neighborhood graph as we introduced in (14) to estimate the potentials on nodes, and (ii) further eliminating the parameter K by using the DT (nonparametric) rather than K-NN as the initial neighborhood graph, the over-partitioning problem became worse for NND, as shown in Fig. 7 Ci and Di with as many as C = 258 and 899 respectively. This is not surprising at all, since the above non-parametric approaches (called H-N-NND as N-H-NND, respectively) will make the estimated distribution of the potentials less smooth, and thus more locally extreme nodes will be generated and taken as cluster centers. However, this still made almost no impact on the results ( 
Conclusions and Discussions
Compared with NND, H-NND largely resolves the over-partitioning problem of NND. NND can be viewed as an effective method to fast and simultaneously find all extreme points in the estimated potential function (or the density function inversely), while H-NND contributes to distinguish the valid ones from those extreme points obtained from NND as the ultimate cluster centers. This is in fact the common advantage shared by ND. In this paper, we used ND in the second stage (also the last stage) of H-NND, whereas this is just one choice. In fact, it is easy to see that we can use NND in all stages, but this cannot guarantee that all sub-graphs can be merged into a fully connected graph in one time. The effectiveness of the alternatives may need further investigation.
Compared with ND, H-NND makes the undesired edges more salient, and thus it can be easier and more reliable for users to interactively determine the undesired edges based on the Edge Plot. An advantage for H-NND, compared with ND, is that it is less dependent on how well the underlying potential (or density) distribution is estimated, and thus it has a loose requirement for the values of the parameters and even makes the non-parametric efforts have its broad meaning.
From the work in this paper, we can come back to re-examine a large class of Gradient-based clustering methods in solving the density-based (potential-based) clustering problem. It is easy to find that the term Gradient actually describes the "local" feature and this local feature can have the similar influence as the "neighborhood" constraint involved in NND, and thus those Gradient-based methods should also face the same over-partitioning problem as NND does. This gives us enlightenment that we can promote the performance of those Gradient-based methods similarly as what we do in H-NND here. See the coming paper called H-GD for details. In fact, both H-NND and H-GD, once again, indirectly demonstrate the simplicity and effectiveness of our ND rule or Rodriguez and Laio's Decision Graph method (15) (our ND can be viewed as another form of theirs). We will discuss more about this in the next paper.
Interestingly, the development from ND to NND then to H-NND here is seemingly quite consistent with the law of "the negation of the negation" formulated by the philosopher G. Hegel, isn't it? Besides, if we look this development inversely (Namely from H-NND to NND and then to ND), we can see that, some "constraints" require to be broken, so as to achieve the simple yet powerful ND rule. We will discuss more of this in the next paper and try to answer such questions: what is the "constraint" or the fixed thinking modes involved in the Gradient-based methods? What can we learn from it?
In fact, even though we have already written 7 papers in this theme, we have surprisingly found that we made some mistakes unconsciously in naming our previous methods. Take our latest paper (4) for instance. We redundantly added the term "neighbor" while describing the ND method and consequently ND became NND there (we will rectify them very soon).
Anyway, comparing with adding constraints (like what we did in NND and the mistakes we made in naming ND), it is always more challenging yet meaningful to find out the "constraint" in our mind and break it. Fig. 6 shows. Note that we used the kernel-based (σ = 1.8) to compute the potential.
